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AMERICA/CHILE - During the missionary month Chile also lives the
"Mission youth"
Santiago (Agenzia Fides) - Chile lives the missionary month of October this year in a particularly intense way for
the development of the "Mission youth." "We want to live it by enriching our faith and expressing our hope and
charity, because it is the love of Christ that fills our hearts and impels us to evangelize. Today as in the past, He
sends us to walk the streets of the world to proclaim his Gospel to all peoples of the earth (cf. Mt 28: 19) ": this is
the invitation of the Pontifical Mission Societies (PMS) in Chile.
The note sent to Fides Agency continues: "In this missionary month, the slogan that accompanies us reminds us
that faith is strengthened by giving it. In addition, this year, the month of October is characterized by the
beginning of the Year of Faith, which is an invitation to remember that faith grows when it is lived as an
experience of a love that is received and is communicated as an experience of grace and joy."
"The key moment will be the celebration of Universal World Mission Sunday of Missions, on October 21 - the
statement continues - in which we will join in a special prayer, but also in a concrete gesture of charity. The
collection of this day, in all our churches and chapels will be completely destined to the missionary work of the
Church throughout the world. It is faith transformed into charity that helps the Pontifical Mission Societies, the
Instrument for the cooperation in the universal mission of the Church in the world, to continue to support the
proclamation of the Gospel through numerous aid projects for others, justice for the poor, opportunities for
education and medical care in remote areas, trying to fight against poverty, for the rehabilitation of the
marginalized and to support the development of peoples." (CE) (Agenzia Fides 02/10/2012)
> LINKS
Special for the DUM Month Missionary 2012:: http://www.omp.cl/intro/:
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